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day for all graduas. The festivities
at 8:00 a. m., when
rs and faculty will
the President
and
attheannual Prestst.
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rwards at 10:00 i n
t auditorium. Prof.
Till, graduationmarleadthe graduation
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lal To Support
Instititute
Christian Art
can weChristians live
lD this world and

be
ibilethe unbelievers
in music and drama,
poetry anddance, with
01 color, a deafening
edin praise to themmd their false gods?
we satisfied with bed-

our God 7"
searching
words begin
by Dr. Calvin Seer1he recent March issue
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Art." The following
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d as a legitimate son
om. The Institute
an Art was organized
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Four-Man Panel Discusses
Issues of Viet Nam War

Miss Grace Irwin hands back an autographed
copy of her novel "Least of All Saints" fol·
lowing her Friday morning speech.

Authoress Stresses
Christian Reolis m
Miss Grace Irwin,
sweetfaced, but peppery author ci.
five novels, s poke on the evening of May 1 on the topic," A
Framework Within a Frame. "
Despite
misdirected luggage
and a mislaid
speech, she
charmed her audience of two'
hundred with her extemporaneous style, puntuated by supposedly demure paren thetical
statements that packed a real
punch. She developed two similies in the talk, viewing the
novelist as a painter with space
to fill and as a potter with clay,
She described her development
of Servant of Slaves, a novel
about
the llymnologist-slave
trader John Newton, in terms
of a potter with fragments of
pottery to fit together, filling
. in the empty spaces.
The next morning, her speech
and luggage having caught up
with her, she presented a more
formal address, "Fiction
al.
Realism
Versus
Christian
Reality" (that is after sweetly.
yet firmly convincing the men
in the audience to set up more
chairs for those standing). She
claimed that Christians have
"chickened out and are not
writing reality as they see it
but are trying to imitate the
"gutsy" literature of the world.
They should say to those who
write sordid literature,
"I'm
sorry, but that's not what I'm
like. That's what I could be
like, but I'm not and that's not
the worthwhile people I know
are like." She questioned why
the atheist, woman hater, etc .•
can put out their propaganda
about
as he experiences it,
whereas the Christian can't.
She then concluded, "Our task
will be to write so superlatively well and honestly that our
Christianity
can't be held

A person whose conscience is based on the Word of God may refus,:,to serve in a given war if he feels that that war is unjust, the
majortty of a four member panel agreed in a panel discussion on
the Vietnam war held on May 6. The event, attended by about
eighty students and faculty members, was sponsored by the Political Science Club.
Members of the panel were Dr. Peter Pals from Orange Cit);
who has served as a dentist in Vietnam while in the Army; Mr.
Louis Van Dyke, Assistant Professor of History; Rev. Cornelius
Van Schouwen, formerly Associate Professor of Bible, now retired
and Rev. E. L. Hebden Taylor, instructor of Economics and Sociology. All have served in the armed services of either the U. S.
or Britain. The panel members expressed their views in response
to programmed
questions asked of them by Ren Siebenga, pane.
moderator.
When asked to comment on
the possibility of a just or unjust war , Rev. Taylor prefaced
his remarks by noting that war
is a result of sin and holds back
the sinful impulses of man. He
then proceeded to enumerate
four criteria for judging the
The Administration has anjustice of a war. Immediately
nounced plans for a new classfollowing this answer, Rev. Van
room addition, the cost an esSchouwen noted, as he had pretimated $400,000 to $500,000.
viously, the difficulty of judging
A completion goal has been set:
a war while it is being waged;
September, 1971. All that is
there is the possibility of misneeded now is time and' money
interpreting a war as being agand work. The first need can't
gressivewhen it is actually debe' hurried. The second can be
fensive and vice-versa.
Added
helped.
to the discussion was the opinThis week has been desigion that in this case the individn ate d as the week to raise
ual conscience should guide a
$115,000.
Mr. R. Dykstra,
person in his judgment of a war
college representative,
says
and that this consicence should
that the Alumni Association and
be based on the Word of God.
the Sioux Center community are
The panel stalled when an obcooperating in the fund raising
server from the floor asked who
project.
Newsletters explainshould interpret the Word for
ingtheprojecthave
been distrithe individual. Another obserbuted and returns are already
ver supplied the answer: the
coming in. Dykstra says it looks
person must interpret for himhopeful.
self; to which Rev. \hm Schouwen
Thanks to a new federal
added that one must ask help of
matching grant program to help
the church and not defy the·
colleges in the erection of needauthorities set up by God.
ed facilities, the college must
When Siebenga asked the panel
raise only 25% of this initial
to comment on conscientious
cost. 1)J.egovernment will then
objection, three panel members
against us.
co
match this with a loan and double
agreed that there can be a conit as an outright gift. And so,
scientous objector, because, as from it not III go to a speci nc
in effect, a ten dollar gift is
Taylor noted, democracy should war.
Howcver, he added that
worth forty available dollars.
have a variety of conscience.
he personally sympathizes with
The loan, available at 3% interVan Schouwen answered in the
those young men who face inest, will be repaid from tuition
negat; ve, stating that a person
duction into the armed services.
fees over a thirty year period.
cannot be a conscientious obVan Dyke prefaced his task
The proposed addition will
jector on the basis of the Bible, of answering why we are in
unless he recieves
direction
(Please turn to Page Eight)
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it~EDITORIAL1fj
Rich Ter Maat
The presence, of an empty column at the top of page four in the
last Diamond has had its effect upon the student body in the last two
weeks. It has, above all else, resulted in the presentation of a petition to President Haan protesting the remova I of the article.
Approximately 350 students signed the petition.
Viewing the petition in retrospect, its biggest criticism is its content. The wording was such that it was merely a statement of protest
against the Administration's interference. What the writers of the petition failed to realize was that President Haan would like to be able
to openly invite the speaker whom the literary Club sponsored. However, people outside the college have not been ~repared to accept
the fa cttha t we as Christians may hear and analyze the philosophy of,
even a blatantly non-Christian person. The college has not prepared
the constituency in this area, and it was for this reason that we left
the space. The blank protests the failure of the college to take proper
steps in informing the constituency that we want, and will have, nonChristian speakers to address the student body. This failure implies
that we in the Diamond must ignore a newsworthy event that did occur
and which did have an impact on the students who participated.
It
was on this point that the petition failed.
Although ithaditsshortcomings,
the petition was the valiant effort
of a few individuals to get students involved in some action and to
express themselves. For those who do nothcve the time or ability to
write a protestorapproval ofa certain view or action, nothing is more
useful than a petition. One of the organizers of the petition remarked
to a Diamond editor that he was more concerned with "showing the
students thOtthis is a method of expressing themselves,
than becoming militant in pursuing the point." Perhaps an awakened student body
will utilize this method of expression more frequently in the future.
Jf.~.~:y.:y.'f.:y.'i-Jf.JI."Jf.Jf.J(.:y.:y.¥:y.Jf.Jf.Jf.¥"¥Jf.Jf.Jf.Jf.

Brad Breems

More than two months ago,the Dordt College student body thrilled
to th~ announcement that this had become accredited
More than two months ago,the Dordt College student body thrilled
to the announcement that this institution had become accredited.
Electrically, the ill-informed "know-it-alls" contributed to a dearth
of rumors and speculation about the report. Speculators, be muzzled;
Dordt College is undeniably,
unequivocably in the North
Central Association's list of accredited midwestern colleges. President Haan opened the books for Diamond observation, reveal ing the
entire panorama of accreditation.
First of all, the college was not accredited earlier because there
are three stages involved in the process. By 1965, the 170-page evaluative self-study appeared. This document, an analysis of every
conceivable
Dordt facet, was complled under the auspices of Dean
Ribbens.
Earlier this year, students saw the three-man committee which the
NCA sent to observe the college as it functions. These men prepared
a report which was then sent to the college and to the ten-man accreditation committee in Chicago. Their presentation included personar evaluations of Dordt (faculty, students, administration, finances, functions, curricullum, etc.) and Iisted both positive and negati ve observations.
Criticism centered around three main points:
I) The effect of "dogma" on academic freedom: "The relevance of
this discussion (the church's rolejto the educational process at Dordt
College centers around one major issue: the area of freedom of inquiry.
2) The role of the Board of Trustees in the academic process ,
3) The limited number of personnel in the Administration.
The report, contrary to prevalent student opinion, appeared more
enthusiastic in presenting the positive qualifications than the negati ve apprehensions.
I) The physical facilities:
"The buildings are both attractjve and
functional ... The library, its staff and materials are especially
praised.

Schuller To Address ALUMNA WINS
Club At Oak Grove
Dordt's
Mission
Club will
sponsor an inspirational retreat
atOak Grove State Park on May
17• The retreat
will begin at
1:00 p.m, but students are welcome to come any time during
tbe day.
Featured Speaker attbe retreat will be Mr. Hubert Schuller, ala yman from Orange City.
Mr. Schuller is well known for.
his many visits to the jails in
this area.
Mission Club officers encourage tbe student body to join tbe
Mission Club for an inspiratioml
afternoon. They also noted tbat
tbose nee din g rransporrafon
should be at the Commons at 1pm
(ART. Cant. from p , 1)
in .faitb "to encourage and develop a body of Christian artists
who know what it means to sing,
paint, and sculpt and to make
merry witb music and poetry
under God's fatberly hand. "
Too long Christians have ig~
nored thetr mandate in art and
let non - christians
subdue an
area tbat is vital to our praise
of God. "The
Institute
of
Christian
Art has been formedby a few Christians--artists,
scholars, and plain folks--who
believe witb Abraham Kuyper
tbat 'art is no fringe that is attached to life, but a most serfo u s power
in our
present
existence.
The plan of tbe ICA is to have
I "
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Altbough Dordt has grad!
only four classes,
one q
first graduates has wonI
ward which cannot pass 111
plauded.
Miss Cynthia Nibbelink, C
of '65, informed
Mr. jl
Koldenhoven, head of the J
lish department,
that she
won tbe top award in a nati
poetry contest.
The Arne
Academ y of Poets, sponse
tbe contest, notified Miss I
belink of the award last we
Miss Nibbelink is pres
enrolled at the Umverslq
Iowa where she is workiq
tbe Master of Fine Arts deg
She has also been enrolls
tbe nationally famous wril
workshop at the uni versi
While still a student at Dol
Miss Nibbelink won tbe Gi
Prize in the 1965 Arete for
poem, "Time no time the M
cle , "

a master" Christian an
work witb young artists, jlIi
ers, sculptors,
composers
Writers at the Institute. II
they will be able to woIt
If

their
art with uninterrq
in te n s ity.
According to
bulletin for the ICA, "the!JI
tute and its supporters hope
pray, not for Christians 1
will als 0 be good artists, I
for good church -ortentated I
but for fresh,
contempet
art which is brimful of Clu
sensitivity to tbe world we)
in.
For this coming year II
Krijger, a painter and scul
from The Hague, has been I
gaged as tbe arttst-In-resira
at the Institute of ChristianA
The Institute will open officl
on September 15, 19 69. PU
have been put into action~
faith. However, tbe ICA~
not grow if it is not fed ~
sensitive, concerned Chris
commuoity. As students, ~
sihly our friends will a
the Institute. The Institute
been started to fill a need,
tbe appeal comes to us to s
port the ICA. To us who
face
a complex and c
world comes tbe challen
subdue tbe eartb and all
culture for Christ.
You can help the Institur
Christian
Art by pled'
small part of your summ
work in its support.
k
II

Dave -0aE!mings

Jl

(Please turn to Page Six)
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Liberty of Christian Conscience
Within Communal Action

~-WOD DemonstrotorsClash With

Police in S. C.
uperse Onruly M06OnlJOrdtCCiiilpus-I\lskeDeclcires
State of Eiiie,:ge;;zy

~lIy?No, but for a time last weekend such disturbing head,seemedwell within the realm of the possible at Dordt College.
~ Becausea group of Dordt students confused the reloflonship
Jeen"liberty of Christian conscience
and "communal ocflon ;"
a memberof that group, and I take this opportunity to "tell it
II

ltis.

II

lanumberofDordt students have moral objections to the VietWarshouldbe news to no one. Various Diamond articles have
thisclear. "Coffee-kletz" discussions verify the dissent. The
I Vietnamdebate led to a rather heated discussion of opposing
'e of us who object to the war base our right to object an the
ipleoftheliberty of the Christian conscience. Such liberty of
ienceis consistent with Christian doctrine; indeed, it has long
recognized
by the Christian Church. The Rev. George D. Sal,thelate Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, wrote, in The In·
IeChurch: "But it must be remembered that our bel ief must, h
,reStOn an act of our own iUd~ment, and can never attain
highercertainty than whatever t at may be able to give us."
r XX, Section II of the "Confession of Faith" of the PresbyChurchreads, "God alone is Lord ofthe conscience, and hath
iffree fromthe doctrines and commandments of men which are
thingcontrary to his Word, or beside it, in matters of faith or
ip. So that to believe such doctrines, or to obey such comentsout of conscience, is to betray true liberty of conscience;
therequiringof an implicit faith, and an absolute and blind once,is to destroy liberty of conscience and reason also."
II the individual Chrlsfien
science may never be difromthe communal conce,i.e. the conscience of
peopleof God, however
maybe expressed. While
of conscience is ultimapersonalmatter, for the
'tianthatfree conscience is
expressedwithin the conalthe Church of Christ.
inlythere is liberty For the
'tian conscience, but that
nscience is always formed
inthe Christian--and the
liveinfluence which molds
individual
conscience is althe dynamic, direction, Word
ofGod. The indivIconscience, while at lib,is not autonomous for the'
'!ian.-That conscience de, takes on its form and
eter, in the dynamic proof responding to the Word
~Almighty God, Jahweh,
callshis people to a life of
'tianaction.
"inced, then, of our right
di.ent,we chose as the oc, (NOT THE OBJECT! !)
~rdissentthe planned "ProThank-YouNight!', sched-

uled for Saturday evening, lWJy
10th. A small group of Dordt
students determined to use the event as the focal ~point for an
"Informational Picket: for the
purpose of distributing anti -Vietnam literature. The literature
being prepared stated unequi vocably that "We, too, support the
boys in Vietnam. "The xtS!L not
the boys, was the object of our
protest. For this I make no apology--I sti II insist 0'1 the right
to protest.
The right to protest does not
(necessarily) include an awareness of the proper ~
of protest, however, and it is in this
latter respect
that we erred.
For while our right to protest is
based on the freedom of the individual Christian conscience,
the nature of protest may never
be ind'VIdualistic.
C h r i s t ian action is always
communal action. This implies
two seemingly obvious requirements: 1) The Christian community must be included in the
action, and 2) Those outside the
ChrIstian community must be exc1uded from the action.
Our
(f'lease turn to Page Five)

Page Three

Thalians Present' Modern
Theater To Finish Season
Drama of the 20th century is not usually very hopeful. Most
plays are concerned with the absurdity and meaninglessness
of
existence. Eugene lonesco's "The Bald Soprano," to be presented
by the Thalians, is an example of this type of play.
The action of the play centers around a vis it paid to Mr. and
Mrs. Smith (joan Regnerus and Jim Navis) by Mr. and Mrs. Martin(Sandi Matheis and Larry Addink), Accessory characters are
the maid, Mary (Kelli Keller) and the Fire Chief (David Cumminga),
The action takes place in a suburb of London.
The dialogue of the play be(WARPANEL, Cant. from p , 1)
gins with a rather sardonic picVietnam by expressing his lack
ture of the staid and smug life
of sympathy for the draft card
of people who live well "because
burner Godcreatedasturcture
we live in the suburbs of Lon -, and order' in society and we
don a,~d because our name IS must use the means provided in
Smith and then slowly becomes
order to institute change, he
more and more absurd until ecommented eventhoughhe does
vent~llY the SmIthS, and the
not agree that we should be in
Martins start screaming nonVietnam.
Then plunging into
sense syllables at each other in
the matter at hand, Van Dyke
an effort to commumcate.,
traced Communist policy from
, The problem of commurucathe Revolution of 1917, noting it
tion IS one which figures rather
from the point of view of George
prominently ill the work. Early
F. Kennan.
Kennan maintains
in the play Mr. and Mrs. Marthat Cbmmunism is a monolithic,
tin talk to each other as if they
international organization whose '
had just found each other after
goalis still set at world domina separation of several years,
ation, The only way to halt its
but neither one is particularly'
progress is 10contain its actions.
excited at the discovery. There
This is basic to the present ofis no real love between the two
ficial policy, the "containment
of them, and subsequently we
policy" of the State Department.
find that they are not even who
On the other hand, Van Dyke
they think they are.
,introduced
the Morgenthau view\
Needless to say, the play IS with which he is in agreement.
m?st unus~l.
Th.ere IS someMorgenthau does not see Comthmgverydistresslllgm
the way
munismas a monolithicorganiin which the Smiths and the Marzation, but as multilateral and
tins talk at each other with no
national
in nature, citing
app,arent purpose or ~ommuhiYugoslavia,
Red China and,
cation. Even more diatresstng
more recently Czechoslovakia
is the lack of hope which lonesco
as examples. ' Thus we should
.p 0 r t ray s . There is not the focus our attention on those
slightest reason to believe that
kinds of Communism dangerous
any of the parties invol:,ed will
to the U. S" Morgenthau's theory
ever be able to commumcate on
would not include Vietnam in the
any, sort of a level at all. The
latter.
Personally,
Van Dyke
cvcltcaltty of the mental separa feels that although we could detton IS foremost.
finitely solve the war militarily
The play will be,00
presented, ..~("We could make a pretty big
'
May 19 an d 20 a.t 8
p. m. ill
t
h
V·
i
"
M
cra er were
ietnam snow. "
th e c 1assroom-au ditor'i
1 orrum,
on h e b eI'leves th at we must fa ce
day night s performance IS for
th fa t th t Tt
ight d
the freshmen, and Tuesday's is
e c
a rm 1 ary rru
oes
open to the student body. dws
(Please turn to Page Four)
•
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Actors rehearse "The Bald Soprano."the imal Thalian production of the year. Personn.d are
(1ft. to rt.), Sandi MatheiJ, Jim NavLs, Kelli Kener, Joan Regnems and Larry Addink.
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POORLY

Huisman Recital
Impresses Listeners

ATTENDED
The Dordt College Festival
of Ar t s , held on campus May
1-3, revealed the degree of the
college's i n t ere s t , if not its
complete ability in the various
arts.
En t r i e s , though adequate,
were not super-abundant in any
field.
The categories
of
speech and drama received no
entries; those of music and essay almost none. While poetry
and short story were more encouraging' the scene was domminated
by art work which
covered most of the wall space
in one room of the Commons.
Seminar sessions were held
in e a c h area as advertised,
wit h the exception of speech.
In spite of an average
attendance of less than 10, the sessions proved beneficial to both
the entrants and innocent bystanders who ventured out.
Miss Grae e Irwin, novelist
and special
guest
speaker,
seem e d to be the only part of
the festival which had much appeal. Her Thursday
evening
lecture drifted over an enthusiastic
if slightly sparse audien c e , However,
word got
around for the Old Gym almost
burst its seams the next morning: (Freshmenwererequired
to attend).
Friday evening's music festi val included a combined band
from Dordt and area Christian
High Schools, and individual
choirs from the same. The halffilled gym responded vigorously
to the efforts of the band and
choirs clapping their appreciation in a standing ovation at the
end of the concert.
A performance
of several
chorales and four twelve -tone
studies as well as the best of
the short story and poem entries
final~d the festival for the 30
who were in attendance in the
Old Gym on Saturday. evening.

if
(WARPANEL, Cont. from p. 3)
not solve an ideological problem,
Therefore he calls for a reappraisal
of American foreign
policy.
Rev. Taylor, in dealing with
the Christian justtfic.ttlon of the
Vietnam
conflict,
noted two
views of the war: either as a
civil war, or as another Korea
He could not decide which view
to accept,
but answered the
question by declaring that the
control of the war is outside a
Christian framework, therefore
it cannot be justified.
In additlon, Rev. Van Schouwen opined
that we are combatting a world
Communism which, if it were

On Tuesday evening, May 13,
Barb Huisman, a sophomore
pia n a major, presented her
first piano recital.
The program contained a wide and interesting range
of numbers,
representative
of Baroque,
Clas sical,
Romantic, and
Contemporary composers, inc l u d l n g Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin, Bartok, Griffes, and
Copland.
Throughout the recital, Miss
Huisman displayed
a highly
skilled technical ability. Each
number
was well-controlled
and performed with an air of
confidence. The rap i d scale
passages
were played with
graceful hand movements and
a virtuoso legato style.
Particularly impressive was
Chopin's
Nocturne, in which
the deeply expressive style of
Chopin was very effectively
and sensitively conveyed to the
listener.
Mis s Huisman is presently
studying with Miss Joan Ringerwole, instructor
of piano
and organ at Dordt. She is the
first to perform under the requirements of the piano major
program
recently set up by
the Mus i c Department.
The
recital is also one prerequisite
for piano study
in graduate
school, which is in Miss Huisman's plans for the future.
By Jenine Prins

victorious,
would hurt the
church most of all.
When asked what course of
action we should pursue, Viet
verteran Pals answered that he
recommended that the U. S. disengage slowly and work for a
political
settlement
through
peace talks.
Rev.
Taylor
facetiously added that the U. S.
should engage bagpiping Scottish
Highlanders. Butinamoreserious vein, he suggested that the
South Vietnamese begin to work
for themselves, rather than allow us to do it for them.
Two hours after its beginning,
the discussion was dismissed.
The panel had not proposed any
definite solution-i-unless Rev.
Taylor's
suggestion could be
taken seriously:
engage Nixon
and Ho Chi Minh in a snowball
fight on a Swiss mountaintop,
the victor of the snow ball fight
becoming the victor of the confliet at hand.
rtm

Morton Views In Retrosp
The Diamond interviewed Mr. Donald Morton, Instructor in
tory, to obtain some observations which are the result of twoy
teaching at Dordt. Mr. Morton plans to engage in graduate w
the Free University of Amsterdam next year.

Diamond: What was your first impression of Dordt,
diately porior to your first teaching experience here,
of your appointment interview?
Morton: Well, I became aware of Dordt College while I was s
ing at Westminster, Theological Seminary and I was impressed
the need for a vigorous Christian apologetic and a carefully wo
out Christian philosophy in our contemporary life. Without s
Christian philosophy and without a vigorous apologetic, we
Christian community are lost. It seemed to me that Dordt Call
was one of the very few Christian institutions in the nation
was fully committed to the position that I think our crisis requir
Diamond: Now that you have served here as a professor, would
in retrospect say that your impressions and opinions of Dordt
changed?
Morton: Ce rta inIy the commitment of Dardt Coil ege has nbt cho
at all and if there has been any change in my impressions, it
only be in regard to the information that I have as to the manne
which Dordt is fulfilling these commitments. And I think thot'
general assessment of what the college is accomplishing would hoJ
to be favorable. We're a young college, and we are, of COUQ
growing and I think that whatever problems we may have, have
be viewed in the context of the really fantastic growth that the C(
lege has made in the last decade. Anycriticism that comes, I thin
from the student body, fromvrhe faculty, from the Administro
itself, should be given that constructive context.
We need to
reformationally busy in a much more vigorous way than we are.
think we would be if we were more sensitive to the nature of~
(contemporary) crisis. Do we sense we are living in an age of vi,
lence? That we are confronted with a political, intellectual a
spiritual revolution? In view of these circumstances, our schola
w o r k should be attended by a tremendous sense of urgency. I
not always sense that urgency at Dordt College.
Diamond: What do you feel are the strengths of Dordt as an insti
tion?
Morton: Dordt's greatest strength consists in its thoroughly Christ
commitment. And by that I mean a commitment to reformatior
learning and living; a commitment to understand all of life as t
Lord's. This commitment is reflected in the statement of purpose,
Guide to Scriptura
II Oriented Higher Education, a docume
w ic is, I t in , a tremendous ac ievement.
We S ould certair
work purposefully to implement it.
Diamond: It is known that you yourself come from an active und
graduate background. With this in mind, how would you assesst
college as an academic community?
Mortqn: We need more open, hard-nosed debate within the ac
demic community. Debate between students and faculty, betwe
faculty and faculty. There is a tendency to accept a great deol
authority
and to tend to conform to what we think the particul
professor might expect of us. There is the tendency to rely a grE
deal in our pedagogy here on the memorization and the regurgitatil
of data. I think that we need to place much more emphasis than'
do on the cultivation of the conceptual and descriptive power;
our students. The visual and emotional, too, are not sufficient
stressed in proportion to the purely informational.
Diamond: What do you see as the possible reasons for this problen
Morton: Part of the reason for the problem tNat we have in this or
is certainly the fact that our classes are often too large to pem
the kind of critical evaluation by a professor of the original we
the his students might do for him. It's di Hi cu I t to require tf
creative writing and research that are necessary to the type of ed
cation that we need most.
Diamond: Some observers have said that there is a great deal
apathy
among the students here. Would you care to comment
that?
.
Morton: I think, too, that there is a great deal of student apol
with regard to academic matters. We might call it a resistance
___ -.c( ea'
tiiJ
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t Gr'aduates Plan To

U.S. , Canada

Eight Finalists
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MUSIC FACULTY

Exchange Speeches

PRESENTS RECrr AL

After many weeks of work on
Graduate work will be in the
ing figures largel y in
Th e Dar dt m u sic faculty
the
part of the contestants, and
immediate
future
of
8%
of
the
s of Dordt Seniors, a
aided
by Mr. Gary Vander
several elimination rounds, the
They will be doing
survey revealed.
Of graduates.
Hart,
and
Misses Jeanne Pierfreshman speech contest clitheir studying in, such places as
niorswho responded to
sma
and
Donna
Mulder
premaxed Wednesday rdght, May 7
University of Iowa College of
takenWednesday, May
sented
a
recital
on
May
6.
The
in
the
old
gym,
where
eight
Medicine, South Dakota State
the Senior class meetrecital
is
a
milestone
in
plan to go into the ed- University, University of South speakers competed for honors
Dordt's
continued
advancement
before
a nearly full house.
Dakota, UniversityofWismnsin
field.
'
in cultural
growth.
Many
Speeches by Jerry Vreeman,
in Milwaukee, and the A A C S
,Istatistics releasedby
t i ill e s we are unaware of the
in
Toronto.
.
,
,
,
Evelyn
Van
Wyhe,
and
Myron'
n's office reveal t hat
Blom captured the coveted top abilities and talents of our inThe pre-seminarians
who plan
illgraduate 124 Seniors,
structors.
We hope that in the
three positions,
to go to seminar y at Calvin make
st class in its history.
future
more
and varied recitals
C ompeti tion began before
up 5.8 % of the senior class.
4 graduates receiving
will
be
presented
to the public.
spring vacation when individual
None of the seniors responding
elor of Arts degree, 53
Mr.
D
a
Ie
Grotenhuis
began
English
102
sections
picked
tot h e poll planned to attend
iveit in the Elementary
the
pr
ogr
a
m
with
Six
Elizatheir
best
speakers,
The
octaWestminster Theological Semonprogram, 50 in the
bethan love songs, performed
finals onAprtl Is and the quarinary' usuallyanother choice of
y Education program,
to
the accompaniment of Miss
terfinals on April 25 narrowed
pre-seminarians.
"TWo
persons
the Pre-Seminary proJoan
Ringerwole on the harpsithe
choice
down
to
fifteen
speak,
classified themselves as under
ndWgraduates will rechord.
These
songs were
ers
for
the
semifinals
in
tle
the Pre-Seminaryprogram,
but
ir B.A, under the Genlight, gay, and characteristic
English
lecture
classes
have chosen graduate study at
cation program.
of many secular songs written
,on May 5.
the A. A. C. S. Institute.
Seniorswho responded
in
this period.
The eight speakers who comVarious branches of the armed
iarnond poll, 71%plan to
Mis
s Ringerwole then held
peted
in
the
finals
were
Judy
services will definitely be in the
teac ing. 64% will teach
the
.attention
of the audience as
Arends,
Myron
Blom,
Bill
De
entary schools, 20% in plans of 9.4% of the graduates.
she
performed
solos by Purcell,
Jager,
Bev
Kuiper,
Mike
Hal~
Those responding cited the Arry schools, and 17% in
Couperin
and
Ram
e a u on her
verson, Maryan Vander Molen,
m y and Air Force as their choichigh-schools. The aspirharpsichord.
Evelyn Van Wyhe, and Jerry
es.
chers will be scattered
Mr. Vander
Hart and Miss
Vreeman,
These speakers
The remaining 5. 8%ofthe seeNorthAmerican contiPiersma
then
joined
her in the
proved
that
they
were
the
top
in
niors either have marriage plans
'th the majority of them
p e r for m an c e of two Vivaldi
their
clas
s
by
the
excellent
or
are
undecided
about
the
futeachingin the mid -west,
sonatas.
The trio of two vioquality of their speeches, their
ture.
estcoast will claim anolins
and
harpsichord
then perand the audience
The Diamond wishes the '69 ,presentation,
t the east coast 5%,
formed a Mozart sonata" aided
response.
Dr.
Lathers
made
grads success, whatever their
remaining11%will teach
by Miss Mulder on the' cello.
several remarks andintroduced
plans for the coming year. j vb
da.
the speakers,
The judges were
by Bill Bird and Glenn Schaap
N, Cant. from p. 4)
Joann Geshay, Carol Addink,
and
Clifford
Van
Dyken.
ing.' There seems to be on unwillingness to reod widely ond
While the judges were evalu- (FREEPRESS, Cant. from p. 3)
ously in the literoture ofo field. There is 0 reluctonce to
ating
and placing the speeches;
gripswith issues. We are the victims of a kind of democraanginal protest
plans did, de
Dr, Lathers made a few re - '
formism,but one which has theological overtones. A great
facto, call for communal Christmarks explairdng the contest
shouldbe done, both by the faculty and the students themian action--o limited number of
and introducing the judges. The
students, all professing Christto overcome
the problem that we face in this area. Of
three -student team had a very
ians, were involved. Gradually
we have many excellent scholars, too and a wide interest
difficult time picking the winners, and by the time they had
tics, Music, sports and other extracurricular
activities.
at first, then snowballing, the
firdshed twenty minutes later,
: Some people have pointed out that the geographical locircle of activists widened, uneveryone was in a state of exaf Dordt tends to dangerously isolate it from the rest of the
til ultimately the group included
cited anticipation.
First place
I. Yourorigins are urban and Eastern. Do you agree with the
many unknown persons, includ-«
went to Jerry Vreeman with a
tlhesis?
'ing at least one professed agnoscash award of twenty -five dol~: No. I thi nk that every location and environment has its
tic.
The entire "spirit" of the
lars,
second place and fifteen
bilesand disadvantages.
The location of Dordt College out
dollars went to Evie Van Wyhe, group began to change. Where,thecornfields does not result in the kind of isolation that one
and third place and ten dollars
as the original group had stressed
went to Myron Blom , Fourth
inmediately anticipate upon his first visit. In fact, the state
the necessity of eliminating agplace runner-up
was Bill De- gravation and tension, some now
m is one of the first states in the Union in education.
And
Jager,
All the contestants de - .
Iworkingwithina community, agricultural though it might be,'
began to talk of "tension creaserved and got a big round of
is committed to education and which has brought a great deal
tion"
and "confrontctlon ,
applause,
' te iity to that commitment. I think that modern communications
The potential for communol
.sportation eliminate much of the problem of isolation.
Christian action hod vanished •
•singly, our student body is being drawn from wider areas of
In this concrete situation we
yth American continent, from the east and west coasts , and
learned, tco lote , that for the
,e city areas. So I think our student body generally reflects
Christian, the only alternative
.more than many colleges might, the urban and rural compoto communal action is inaction;
,f the nation and of the continent.
our plans were cancelled.
d: What about the cultural deficiencies of the area?
Why can a Christian conscien~ [think that our position here is somewhat difficult in regard
tious objector not join forces
ITO 1 opportunities.
But I think it's a challenge and an opporwith the non-Christian C. O.?
iere to achieve the finest type of a cultural environment that
Albert F. Gedraitis'
article
ibly can. We have all the odvontoges of a new society and
Vietnam and Conscience
in the
ew place. We live in a land which is free and open and we
December, ,j 966 issue of New
'9 to it things which we would consider most excellent.
Reformation strikes at the heart
Does the fact that Dordt is not close to a metropol iton
of the matter'
linder its inv~lvement 'in ihe contemporary crisis?
Whe
; ~ cornes to Viernom;
MORTON: "We need more open, hard nosed
(PIease turn to Page Eight)
debate within tile academic community."
(Please turn to Page Eight)
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Charity-Talent Show

'AFRICAN SAFARf

Entertains Students

SETS BANQUET
The Juniors took the Senior
Class on an exciting African
Safari last Friday evening.
As
the elegantly
attired
students
stumbled into the waving fronds
and moss,
an eerie blue light
penetrated
the dark jungle and
lit up a beautiful lily-pad covered pond in a small clearing.
A crocodile
bared his teeth in
a wicked grin.
Everyone wanted to spend their, entire safari
in this flowered jungle paradise,
but the safari leaders moved
them along the trail into an authentic African compound.
A
banquet was prepared in a huge
straw-covered
hut with a grass
roof. Tropical
flowers and
real coconuts decorated the tables.
Lion heads, tiger skins,
elephant tusks, and noble African shields
(confiscated
from
Be 1cas ter
Castle in a jungle
raid) covered the walls of the
hut.
Two live wild animals
teased the hunterstn the group.
It made a perfect setting for the
feast as white-clad,
helmeted
safari boys served Saladi, Kausha Kiazi, Mkate Mdogo Mtamu,
and Kahawa (African for a turkey dinner) to the hungry guests.
Entertainment
interspersed
the courses as Safari Master of
Ceremonies,
Brad Breems, introduced Dennis Dokter with the
"Baby
Elephant
Walk" and
"Swingin' .Safari" played on the
piano; a mixed quartet singing
"Bamboo" accompanied by bongo
drums;
Barb Husiman with a
wild piano solo called "Danse
Negre,"
and the Folk Society
who ended their program with
a frenzied African song sung in
Swahili.
After some mix-up with the
Kontomire
(surprise
dessert)
and Intermission,
Rev. Peter
Grossmann was iltroduced twice
(once by Mr. Breems and once
by himself) and proceeded to
give an inspiring,
dynamic
Christian challenge. The speech
left the assembled guests with
the strong feeling that they must
get out of the sheltered confines
of the African compound and go
intothewhole jungle of the world
and conquer it with their Christian witness.
When the feast Was over, the
guests were invited to explore
the hut and the surrounding jungle. The table and wall decorations rapidly disappeared into
the hands of souvenir raiders.
The pond became a photographer's paradise.
The servant
boys cleaned up the debris and
the African
Safari ended as
everyone
made his way back
through the wild, dimly lit jungle into the brilliant air of the
Dordt Campus.

~unday the Rabbi Ste
y Harry Kemelman-;i
nam's Sons, New Yo
254 pages, $5.95. Re
Carol Hoekmon ,

With rumors of pickets and a
riot circulating
in Dordt and in
Sioux Center, everyone expected the Charity Night to end up
in company with riot police.
But these rumors turned out to
be just as dead as numerous
others and the "Project ThankYou" Variety Show went on as
planned.
M. C. Dale Slings futroduced
the performers
and capably
prepared the audience for what
was ahead.
"Culture and "Art" were the
main th rus t an d th e au di ence
got that--if
only a taste of it.
Agnes
Siebenga
and Elaine
Jasper
"gathered
the nuts ,. to
paint a picture in human forms.
Three types of toothaches were
present<;d by the Last. Minuters
along ~th Peter. Greidanus or.
the guitar; Kelli Keller performed three numbers.
Stealing the show was Evie
Van Wyhe, with her own ver.sten of "Little Mike. "Accompanying hinlSe!f on the Plano,
.Torn Stampfli did a commendable job on two popular songs,
This is something new at Dordt.
Ma ry M e d ema, th e f 0lk singer, gave her last performance
as a student, and gave it very
well.
She set the mood for
Betty Vreeman's
excellent
interpretation
of "The Village of
Lidice.", " a World War n poem
applicable to the VietNam War.
The last Talent-Charity
night
for the 68-69 school year is
now history and was well attended despite the rumors.
Because of it, a few of the boys ill
VietNam will gain a little comfort and, in the words of the
program,
"will know that some
people here really care."
db
II

I

The Senior Class thanks the
Junior Class for an enjoyable
safari-magnificent
decorations,
e x cell en t entertainment
an:!
challenge, and a tasty feast. bv

The gourmet would think' it
curious to find set before his pelate a hot, meaty stew on daintiIy flowered, fe min i n ely pink
china.
The literary connoisseur

'_

respectabil ity, self-cO!
rabbi is to be theirwelH
spokesman. The prob
in convincing Rabbi Sm
teenagers that these'
meritorious.
For them
'~by tradition a scholc
cher, " the rabbi is to
,people, especially kid
."real job is interpr'tir
plying the law--like c
judge. "
The situation is force
sis with the steady 9'
barrier between general
minating in the murder
mising football
playe
beach party. There e/1
scrambl e by the parents
vo Ived youths to presel'l
mily names, the frustro
tao-thorough,
but hone
of the police to solVe
ond Robbi Small's large
to fee I human need as he
trust in the potential of
dults. The two plots a
woven when the murder
by the rabbi; this gain
firm confidence of the I
and the renewed resped
parents.
The split is
through recognizing the
organizing God out of iii
recognition
opens begi
rebuilt family communica
Sunday!!!! Rabbi ~
is written in constantfyl
scenes which are unified
matic material
varied
ray of characters and
This is a good exampl e
with 0 u t sensationali
treats the less-pleasent
Iife, but does not capite
it. There is a surprising s'
in the difficulties Jews
those the New Testamenl
face--all must deal with
cyto saciety's need. T
tive story adds spice, e
the polished finish de
from the book's import.
bi is portrayed sensitively
Iy, wisely, and despite

__',

may nave a similar, albeit modified reaction to Harry Kemelman's
Sunda~ the RabbiStared
Home.
IhlSscrnatlng,
nove combines
two rather unlikely aspects: the
murder mystery with a neatly
..
'
packaged, • benedletery ending,
-- and the socl~1 c~mentary?n
the
problem of luvefille rebellion against parental standards of hypocrisy in mo,;"ls within a Jewish
context.
Both aspects of the book center
around a young rabbi, David
Small, who has been in Bernard's
'.
Crossing for SIX years. H,e and
his wife, Miriam, have struggled
diligently to cope with the pro.
blems of a b,-!rgeoning congregation. Two factions have emerged,
threatening
to split the temple
d f'
R bbl S II The d' _
an
Ire, a I ma °
IS
h'
• th
d
pute. as Its rootage In e ~n erstanding of the synogogue s role
insocietyand
the function of the
rabbi. The conservoti ve faction
sees no need for change and
wishes to maintain tradition. The
'b
I
•
•
"era
fectlon desires to:
•
see our temple take a POS'ti ve stand on all these matters
and make our voice heard •••
to see our temple pass resolutions on these matters and
then notify the dOily press of
•
our stand and.send copies to
the state legISlature and to
our representatives
in Congress • (p. 45)
The church is for them a timeand money-consuming
organization which gives them a status of

I

(EDITORIAL, Cont. from p. 2)
2) The curriculum: "The curriculum is adequate and stable in terms
of the present status and enrollment of the coli ege. "
3) The faculty and staff: "The faculty is a competent and dedicated group that, by the noture of its religious background, gives
evidence of extreme homogeneity."
4) Finances: "The financial condition of Dordt College is excellent."
5) The students and student life: "The student personnel program
seems quite odequate."
In this connection, however, the fact that'
the student body appears somewhat "bland" was mentioned.
We do
well to remember, however, that this statement is taken from a context in the report in which the committee was praising the student
body for its dccomplishments in other areas.
I do not, pretend to be exhaustive in relaying all that the N CA
says about Dordt\ But the implications af the report are clear: our
college has met, and even exceeded the requirements which that o/"
ganization has establ ished.

role and occasionally "0
speeches,
he has much
Iv\any of Kenelman's id
ted through his rabbi
ore sound, biblical 5
despite his Jewish faith,
book is a worthwhile ror'
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enders Take Two

Dordt I-M Season

m Worthington JC

Closes -frosh Lead

Page Seven

Bonds, Clwirs
Stir Audience
With Combinafa.Ons

College played a double-header with Worthington Junior
One of the hi g hI i g h t s of
onMay7 and took both ends, winning the opener 9-2. ,Th~
Dordt's Fine Arts Festival was
The Dordt ColI e ge intraP was almost a duplicate with a 7-2 score. i~ the ttrst'
the 1969 Music Festival held on
mural
season
closed with
brothers Case and Guy De Haan combined to pitch a noFriday.
For the first time in
ill i nor team sports and indiCaseworkedthe first hitless innings. Worthington scored
several years, music students
vidual sports as the last events
runsin the first and sixth innings. The Defenders scored
from the area Christian high
enoughruns to offset these. Nine men crossed the plate. on the intramural agenda. For
schools once again joined the'
some unexplainable rea son,
VanWieren pitched the Defenders to a 7-2 win in the secDordt College band and choir s
the dec i s ion was made that
e as he allowed only four hits, one of them a two-run heto present an evening of music,
L M. softball would be
rdtfinally took advantage of the short left-field fence and men's
that was an inspiration to all.
cancelled for this year.
longball, Jim Schaap, Case De Haan, and Jim Kroschell
in a well organized and excel:The badminton and table tenected for four baggers.
The double win raised Dordt's
lently planned afternoon of renis events were completel
y
hearsals and entertainment; stuto5-5.
dominated by the Sophomores.
dents from Dakota, Unity, South
Th e y collected a total of 236
western, and Western Christian
pts. In a strange coincidence,
high schools received a strong
the Freshmen and Seniors tied
induction into campus life- -and
for 2nd with 167pts. and the
for their part, reflected that,
DordtDefenders of the
Juniors collected just 101pts ,
all-around high school spirit in,
made their bats talk
a heart-warming performance'
Badminton
singles events
brief spell as they hit
were won by Soph Donna Schefof their own.
y into a split in their
fer and by Freshmen Art AtSixty young virtuosoes joined
headerwith Sioux Falls
t
e
m
a
,
In
the
table
tennis
the
concert band to swell the
, The first game was
On Tuesday, April 29, the
singles the winners were Soph ranks to one hundred and twensery for the team and
Dordt baseball team traveled
Rog Posthumus and Soph Willie
ty strong.
And, it was a solid
whoturned out for the
all
the way to Wahoo, Nebraska
Veenstra.
In the doubles
and thrilling sound atthe outset
me game of the season
to play a double-header with
events, the Sophomores again
of the program as this mass
ospers started pitching
John
F.
Kennedy
College,
only
came
out
victorous
with
Rag
band
performed. Two marches
dt but ran into control
Posthumus and Henry Tuininga
were played under the direction
, When Guy De Haan to lose both games. Case De
Haan pitched a fine game in the, winning the title. in the co-ed
of Mr. Dennis Baas, and Mr.
Genein the second infirst match but Dordt lost 1-0.
table tennis doubles first place
Dave Bloemendal respectiveIy;
he a1s 0 had problems
Dordthadmany opportunities 10
wen t to Virg Van Essen and
and the band s part in the nights
theplate. As a result,
score in the game but either
Willie Veenstra.
activities was concluded with a
Falls scored their runs
J
FK came up with the big play to
The Sophomores really came
rendition of the "Concord OverIn the game
and they
snuff it out or Dordt failed to
strong in these events but the
ture", under the direction of
them quite
easily.
come up with the big hit. Dordt
Freshmen still lead in the race
Mr. Grotenhuis.
runs were a little more
batsmen collected only four hits
for f he over-all
title. The
Following a performance by
to get. The Defenders
in
the
entire
double-header.
standings
now
read:
Freshmen
each
choir of two sacred numbrief rally going in the
Larry Van Wieren collected two
595, Sophomores 546, Seniors
bers selected from its own repinningwhen they were
of them.
499, Juniors 43L Not all the
ertoire,
the six choirs joined
5-1. Hospers,
Van
Van Wier en pitched in the
points
are tabulated yet but it
forces into one mass ensemble,
.and De Haan scored as
second game, but developed
seems as though the Freshmen
once again under the directioncollectedtwo singles and
early
pl'flblems.
The umpire
are a "shoo-in" for the overall
of Mr. Grotenhuis. Combined
walks. The r ally was
didnot even cooperate with Van
intramural crown.
hvt
with a brass choir, these four
doutas Bill Lapp popped
as he walked five men- -unusual
hundred v 0 ice s presented as
the first baseman with
for him. The 10-0 score in this
their first number a rmgnificent
es loaded. Dordt could
contest allowed Dordt no bright
The Diamondterminates publiand esceptionally well balanced
more runs and lost the
spots.
cation for the year with this isrendition
of shaw's "With A
5-4.
Voice of Singing." Balancing a
e second game it was all
sue.Publicationwili begin agarn
'festive beginning,
the mass
, as they smashed Sioux
next fall. All Seniors and corchoir performed two beautiful
10-0 in 5 innings. In this
respondents who wish to continue,
The Dordt Defer,ders traveled
soft- flowing numbers, the secDordtovercame its prereceiving the Diamond con get'
to
Westmar
College
May
8
to
ond featuring a lovely oboe solo
hittingproblem, collectplay a single game. Westmar
it for $2,00 per year.
by Wilfred Gesch to the words
venbig hits. Van Wieren
Lea ve name, future address,
of "Saw Ye My Saviour?" The
loux Falls to only one hit squeaked a 2-1 victory from
them. Case De Haan went the
grand finale was indeed a trestronglypitched performand $2 .00 in the Diamond office
distance for Dordt and lost his
mendous
finish to an inspiring
or send to:
third one-run game of the seaevening as the students gave
The Diamond
son. He lost two previous games
their all to the joyful anthem,
Dordt College
PLEDGE$
OF MY by the score of 1-0. Westmar
"Now Glad of Heart Be EveryR WAGES OF 1969 IN scored in the first inning with
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
one'. "
jv
RTOF THE INSTITUTE
Dordt tying it in the fifth when
HRlSTlAN ART.
Vanden Bosch led offwith a walk.
Hospers sacrificed him to secondand Van Wieren singled him
home.
Westmar scored the winning
run in the seventh when Dordt
caught a Westmar man in a run
ceyour pledge
in the
down. Larry Van Wier en conondbox marked lCA orin
tinued his hitting string collectDiamondoffice. The pled- ing two of Dordt's four hit. He
will be forwarded directly
has hit safely in 10 straight
games. John Keizer and Guy
orkingBoard of Directors
De Haan also singled in the welltitute of Christian Art
4'.,
."th
th anthem "With a
fought contest.
avb
Mass choir at FAF Music Festival opens the massed chou performance WI
e
,
79
Voice of Singing." A brass sextet accompanied the performance.
icagoRidge, Illinois
** *

ers Split
Sioux Falls

Baseball Defenders

Hit Rough Streak

Westmar Squeaks By

>I<

>I<
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Schaap, Rosenberger Climax
1969 Music Recital Series
Th~ music department's recitals came to a climax Wednesday evening with a duo by
Glenn Schaap, Baritone soloist,
and Judy Rosenberger, organist
Glenn Schaap started the evening with a well performed recitative and two arias from a
familiar oratorio, "Elijah," by
Mendelssohn. Then Glenn took
the mood of spring and conveyed
alove poem by Schumann to his
audience through excellent interpretation.
Following this he
turned to an early 20th century
English composor, Ralph Vaughan Williams, for two numbers
of a little heavier style. The
first half ofthe recital was cone Iude d with a contemporary
number by Quilter.

(MORTON,

Following a brief intermissbn
in which the audience transterred
from the choral room to the organ room, Judy opened the second half of the recital with a
"Prelude and Fugue in G Major"
by the traditional composer, J.
S. Bach. Next she played two
chorale variations by Brahms
and Buxtehudesetting a peaceful
mood. A modern setting of the
"Nativity" using contemporary
dissonant chords followed. The
evening was climaxed by the
manual and pedal flourishes of
Buxtehude's "Prelude, Fugue,

BANQUE1TERSCAROUSELTO
An unofficial estimate of tonight's attendance at the Freshman - Sophomore - Banquet puts
the figure at slightly less than
450, students in charge of ticket sales for the banquet have
reported.
The theme "Riding A Carousel" will be accentuated by the
planned
decorations. A huge
carousel stage will be mounted
against
the west wall of the
New Gym, It will be situated
so that it will be the focal point
of all the' banquet tables.
The action is e xpe ct e d to

start at 7:00 p, m, whe
Dale Slings
will m
carousel and start the
rolling. After some
tertainment, the "Conti
from Northwestern Call
take over the carous
and help the digestion
along.
Decoration of the N
will start this afternoo
students in charge of
tions ask all Fr e s h
Sophomores who can
out and help with dec
and make the evening
mense success.

and Olaconne."
Virg Van Essen
Gerald Van Dusseldorp ,

Cont. from p , 5)

Marton: The foct that we're not neor a metropolitan center meons,
of course, that there are 0 number of things thot we con accomplish
only with a great deal of difficulty.
We would be hard pressed to
establish some kind of inner-city experience for our students.
We
would actually have to export our students in order to help them achieve an inner-city or ghetto experience.
We also are sociologically removed from the contemporory problems of race and of poverty ond we are at some distance from the scenes of the contemporary
crisis. But I don't think that we're entirely isolated from it in Iowa.
And yet I thot degree of isolation which exists could be overcome
through persona I invol vement on the part of the students and the staff,
if not during the school year itself, then during vacations and during
the summer. It is possible, after all, to live in the city or its suburbs and to live in such a way that one is insulated there as well.
I'm not sure that the quality of our involvement in the contemporary'
crisis suffers that much, necessarily,
from our environment here in
rural mid-America.
Diamond: Do you believe that Dordt should engage speokers who
entertain controversiol and even nonChristian positions?
Morton: Yes, I think itis absolutely necessary that we do so. I'm
reminded that Trinity Christian College advertised earlier this year
for one articulate atheist who might be willing to present his position
to the community of scholars there and ~ defend !! in the face of
questions from the faculty and student body. There is no heiter way
to secure accurate information' and impressions than on a first handl
basis. Such occasions would be most stimulating and would encourage all of us to develop our critical facilities and to reaffirm
our Christian commitments.
Diamond: How would you defend your position against those who
cite the passage from Scripture entreating people of Christ not to entertain those who do not come in the name of Christ?
Morton: People who object to hearing such speakers fail to understand, I think, the' nature of the Christian academic enterprise.
We
should work as a community of scholars to gain the confidence of the
constituency and indeed our own mutual confidence thot there is a
Christian purpose and real volue to be gained from having such a
secular man as the novelist Frederick Manfred on the campus. There
is work to be done and we are hindered in that work if we must live
in fear that the holding and reporting of such events will be misunderstood.
If our whole Christian community, including the community of scholars, is committed to the task of achieving the reformation of our culture, then we should be able together to hold the
forums that will clarify the conditions that prevail inour broken world.

(FREEPRESS, Cenr , from p , 5)
both the ideologists of war and
the ideologists of peace see
into the religious heart of the
matter. They chorus, "Jesus.
Christ does not make a di fference here; we do! "
For his part, the Christian
pacifist today also has 4'0n his
shoulders an awesome responsibility: he must at least witness to the ideologist of peace
that Dontlayofingeronanym01physically is another false god.
The Christian pacifist m liS t
make clear that it is only inJe
sus Christ that peace has a
positive value •. He must 'say
that the ideologist, in working for Dontlayofinger,
apostasizes from the service of God
justassurelyasdoes
the ideologist of war.
Again, only after the Christian has attempted to live awhile by the peace religion
does he realize how completely
. his efforts can be used, without protest,
as service to a
false god. The inner pressure
mounts for him too; now he is
tempted to enjoy resisting the
civil authority, to cause disrespect for it among the ignorant,to advance revolutionary
patterns which may, in others
at least, lead on to the violence he is supposed to abhor.
This is pointedly relevant to
the events of last weekend.
A
sma II number of Dordt students,
while motivated by good intentions, came painfully close to
seeing their efforts "used, without protest, as service to a false
god.'~ A real tragedy was only
narrowly averted. We failed to
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